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SOME PROPERTIES OF THE RIESZ 
PROJECTOR FOR REGULAR MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
by N. CHONDROS and J. MAROULAS5 
1. Preliminmies 
L&-t 
L(X) = A,$ + A,X-’ + . . . + A,, (1) 
be an m X m matrix polynomial such that the leading coefficient A, is not 
necessarily the identity or even invertible. When the spectrum 
o(L)= {h~C:detL(X)=o} 
of L(X) is not the empty set, L(X) is said to be regular, and when L(0) = I, 
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L(X) is said to be cornonic. Clearly a comonic polynomial is regular. For a 
regular matrix polynomial, the matrix 
-z 0 -*. 0 - 
z 0 .*. 0 0 0 -1 
0 (2) 
0 .-I . . 
A,, A,_, A,_, .-. A, 
is a linearization of L(X) [2], since there exist nm x nm matrix polynomials 
E(X) and F(X), with constant nonzero determinants, such that 
L(h) 0 
0 L(n-1) I = E(h)C,(A)F(X). 
For comonic L(X), the linearizer is fi,(X) = XR,(X-I), where 
Considering a Jordan pair (X(h j), _I( X j)) for every eigenvalue hi E o(L) 
[2, Section 7.11, we can define a finite Jordan pair (Xf, If) of L(X) as 
Xf= [X(h,),...,X(X,)], JI=diag[J(h,)....,J(X,)] 
of sizes m x I and 2 x I respectively, where I= deg[det L(X)] and p is the 
number of different eigenvalues of L(h). Moreover for a regular or comonic 
matrix polynomials the infinite Jordan pair (X,, J,) of size m X (mn - 1) or 
(mn - 1) x (mn - 1) respectively is defined [2, Section 7.11, which is a Jordan 
pair of the “reverse” polynomial t(X) = A”L( A- ‘) corresponding to its 
eigenvalue A = 0. It is clear that this notion has meaning only when A, is a 
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L( A) is said to be comonic. learly a comonic polynomial is regular. For a 
regular atrix polyno ial, the atrix 
GL(A) ~ r 1 0 -1 0   ~ 1'+   I I  (2) 
0 Ao 0 0  -I 
n n - l n- 2 l 
is a linearization of ( A) [2), since there exist n  X n  atrix polyno ials 
( A) and F( A), ith constant nonzero deter inants, such that 
1 0 1 (A)CL(A)F(A). 
m(n-l) 
or co onic (A), the linearizer is iiI,(A)  A L(A -1), here 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0 -1 
RL(A)=IA+ 0 (2') 
0 0 0 -I 
Ao Al A2 A n - 1 
sidering a J r a  air ( ( A j)' I( A j)) f r e er  ei e alue A j  a( ) 
[2, ection 7.1), e can define a finite Jordan pair ( f' If) of (A) as 
If = diag [ I( A 1 ) , .•. , J( A p) ] 
of sizes  X 1 and 1 X 1 respectively, here 1 = deg[det L(A») and p is the 
nu ber of different eigenvalues of ( A). oreover for a regular or co onic 
atrix polyno ials the infinite Jordan pair (  00' lex,) of size  X ( n - 1) or 
( n - 1) X ( n -1) respectively is defined [2, ection 7.1], hich is a Jordan 
pair of the "reverse" polyno ial i( A) = An L(  - l) corresponding to its 
eigenvalue  = o. It is clear that this notion has eaning only hen o is a 
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singular matrix. It is proved [Z, Theorem 7.31 that the pair ([X, X,], Jf@.I,) 
is a decomposable pair for L(X), i.e., the matrix 
x,1:-’ 
7 
x,1;-” 
xrx 
(3) 
is invertible and 
t A,X&“-” = 0, i A,X,J; = 0. (4) 
i=O i=O 
If M( A ) is a regular (comonic) matrix polynomial, we say that it is a right 
divisor of L(X) if and only if Q(X) = L(X)M(X)-’ is also a matrix polyno- 
mial. In the case where in addition, for the finite spectra, 
M( A ) is called a spectral right divisor. Denoting by (X,, jf) the finite Jordan 
pair of M(h), then M(X) is right divisor of L(X) if and only if [2, Theorem 
7.101 
In this paper the image of the Riesz projector P in [9] is investigated with 
respect to the finite and infinite spectra of right divisors of L(h). A necessary 
and sufficient condition is given for a divisor M(A) of L(X) to be spectral, 
and then, by using it, Im P is determined from the finite spectrum of M(h). 
These results are extended also to comonic matrix polynomials. We note that 
the case of manic matrix polynomials has been extensively presented in 
[2, 3, 41. The omitted proofs have been presented at the Conference and will 
be included in another paper with more results. 
The results formulated here are valid also for operator polynomials, 
in which A,,A,,..., A,, and the identity I are members of the algebra 
L( .Z) of bounded linear operators on the finite-dimensional complex Banach 
space .F. 
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2. The Riesz Projector and Application to Divisibility 
Let L(X) be the regular matrix polynomial in (l), and r be a simple 
closed contour having the set a,, c o(L) in its interior and the set u(L) - uO 
in its exterior. Then we have: 
THEOREM 1. The matrix 
P= &iC,(h)-‘diag(l....,r, A,)dX (6) 
is a projector. 
This result was first stated by Stummel [9]; a direct algebraic approach 
was presented at the Conference. 
THEOREM 2. Let M(A) be a right divisor of L(h) and (Bf, jf) be a 
finite Jordan pair of M(X). Zf the closed contour r separates the sets u(M) 
and u(L) - u(M), then 
,. n 
Xf Xf 1 I* A *I 
XfJf XfJf p . = . 
A ,. 
XfJ;-’ 
n A 
XfJ;- 
(9) 
Proof. After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain an analytic expres- 
sion of the inverse: 
where 
I n-s+1 L(A)-’ c X”-“+‘-pA,_l p=l D,,(A) = L(X)-‘,!-’ (t Q s, s f n), (s=n), (10) 
i Xf-S+~-zA,l_p+l (t > s). 
p=l 
. H   . I ORIA 
 esz jector  plication ivisib lity 
et ( A)   r  ial l),   
sed tour    0 0  ) rior    o  ) 0 0 
  t rior. en  
OREM  ix 
1 i -1 . =-. CL(A) dlag(I, ... ,I, o)dA 2m r (6) 
ojector. 
   t l t raic h 
sented   erence. 
OREM t  A)  ht isor f ( A) d X f' ! )  
inite an ir f  A). I   sed tour arates  ts o  ) 
d o(L) oeM), n 
Xf Xf 
P f!f f!f (9) 
Xf];-l X ]n-l ff 
of. ter r ic ti ns, i  tic -
   : 
re 
~s, *n), 
ts(A)  (A)-lAt-l (s=n), (10) 
-L(A)-l( t N-s P-2An_p+1) t s . 
l 
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=~(h)-'(~,h"'"+~,h"+V-'+ . . . +A,iv)dh 
for u=O,1,2 ,..., it is clear, for t > s, that 
i )(t-s+P-2An_p+l 
p=l 
"-~+lX'+'-"-pAp_l 
p=l 
and thus the matrix P can be written in the form 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product. 
Using Equation (5), we find that the finite Jordan pair (i,-, jf), satisfies 
the relationship 
L(X)&= [A,afhn-1+(Aorifjf+Al~f)A"-2 
+ . . . +(A&;-'+ ... +A n-l&)] (IA - if) 
and equivalently 
a,(zx-j,)-'=~(X)-'[~,a,X"-~+(A,a,j,+~,a,)X"-~ 
+ . . . +(A&@-'+ ... +A&)]. (12) 
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Therefore, by (11) and (12) we obtain 
p 
x 
1 
= 2'ITi Ir 
xAn-iffl 
X fA ( n - if) - 1 
XfAn- l( n - if fl 
I 
AI 
dA= 
Xf 
XfJf 
R. BRU AND J. VITORIA 
AoXf 
AlXf + AoXf}f dA 
• 
X In-l ff 
The condition (9) is not sufficient for the description of the divisors of 
L( A). This is illustrated in the 
EXAMPLE. Let the matrix polynomial 
where u( L ) = {O, I}. For a closed curve r having 0, 1 in its interior the Riesz 
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projector is 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
p= 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0- 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
If 
aEC, 
then we can verify that 
and 
L(ZJ = [g - a] o . 
Thus it is clear that Za is a root of L( A) only for a = O. For the infinite 
Jordan pair (X 00' 100) of the divisor M( A), in a way similar to Theorem 2, we 
prove: 
THEOREM 3. If the closed contour fo contains only the point A = 0, and 
(13) 
is the Riesz projector for L( A), then 
X js-n 
0000 
X js-n 
00 00 
p X js-n+1 00 00 X js-n+1 00 00 (14) 
X jS-1 
00 00 
X 1s - 1 
00 00 
where s = q + v, v = deg M(A), and q = deg Q(A). 
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3. Conditions for Spectral Divisors 
An important class of right divisors of matrix polynomials L( A) consists of 
those which have no points of the spectrum in common with the quotient, 
and such divisors, as mentioned in the introduction, are described as spectral. 
A criterion for a right divisor to be spectral in terms of contour integrals is 
given in this section. 
THEOREM 4. Let 
(16) 
be a right divisor of L( A), and q = deg Q( A). If (X f' fr) is a finite Iordan 
pair of M(A) and a closed contour r separates the sets oeM) and o(L)-
a( M), then M( A) is a spectral divisor of L( A) if and only if 
(K=O,I, ... ,q+v-l), (17) 
where 
Proof That M( A) is a spectral divisor of L( A) means that for the 
quotient 
Q(A) = L(A)M(A)-l (18) 
we have o(M)n o(Q) =0 and o(L) = a(Q)U oeM). Moreover, the finite 
Jordan pair (X f' If) of L( A), without loss of generality, can be written in the 
form 
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where o( if ) == o( Q). Thus, the pair of matrices 
is a decomposable pair of L(A), and by Theorem 7.7 in [2] it follows that 
where 
Therefore, by (19), integrating along r, we obtain immediately the relations 
K=0,1,2, ... , 
because 
due to the holomorphicity of integrated functions in the interior of f. 
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Conversely, let Equation (17) be valid for K = 0, 1, ... , q + v -1. Then 
v 
= L Mp l>"l"+v- PL (>..)-ld>" 
p=o r 
(20) 
Now, for M(>..) to be a spectral divisor, according to the comment following 
theorem 1, it is enough to show that 
(21) 
where CQ(>") is the linearization of Q(i\) = Qoi\q + Qli\q-l + ... + Qq. In 
fact, by analogy with the analytical expressions of elements of C L( >.. )- 1 in 
(10), equation (21) is equivalent to 
where 
(t, s = 1,2, ... , q ), 
q-s+l 
Q(i\)-1 L i\q-s+t-PQp_l (t~s, s*q), 
p=l 
s 
- Q(i\) -1 L >,.t-s+p-2Qq_P+1 
p=l 
(s=q), 
(t>s). 
But this is valid because of (20). 
(22) 
(23) 
• 
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Finally for spectral divisors we formulate the following result: 
THEOREM 5. Let M(A) be a spectral divisor of L(A), with finite Jordan 
pair (X f' Jf ). Then 
ImP=Im 
X J~n-I 
ff 
4. The Riesz Projector for Corrwnic Matrix Polynomials 
(24) 
Let L(A) in (1) be comonic (An = I), and (X, J) = ([Xf , Xoo), Jil~Joo) 
be its comonic Jordan pair. The RL(A) in (2') is related to (X, l) by the 
equation [2] 
[
IA - r l 
=D f 
o o 1 D- I IA - Joo ' (27) 
where D = [XT (XJl ... (Xr-I)Tf. Denoting by a a subset of a(i) and 
by r a closed contour separating the sets a and a( i ) - a, the Riesz projector 
is defined by the formula 
(28) 
It is clear by (27) that 
where 
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If MeA) is a right divisor of L(A) then it is comonic [0 $. o(M)] and following 
the same steps as in Theorem 2 we have: 
THEOREM 6. IfCX, i) = ([X f, Xoo]' lj 1tBJoo ) is a corrwnic Jordan pair of 
M(A) and 0 == oeM), then the projector IP in (28) satisfies the equation 
r 
Xls-n 1 r Xls-n 1 
p X~'."+' ~ X~'.:"" . 
XJs- 1 XJs- 1 
(29) 
where s = q + v, v = deg M(A), q = deg Q(A). 
Finally, 
THEOREM 7. If the corrwnic matrix polynomial L(A) has a divisor M(A) 
of the form 
(30a) 
or 
(30b) 
then M( A) is spectral if and only if 
r 
X 1 Xl ImlP = 1m R . 
""q+v-l Xl emu 
(31) 
with (X, l) denoting (Xf , If-1) in the case of (30a) and ([Xf X",,], lj1tBJoo ) 
in the case of (30b). R is the projector on C mn along C m(q+v-n). 
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ON THE EIGENVALUES OF STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
by M. DA GRACA MARQUES6 and G. N. DE 0LIVEIRA7 
Let A = [a ij] be an n X n matrix with nonnegative entries. A is said to 
be w-stochastic if, for every i, C;=, aij = w. When w = 1 we call it stochastic. 
In 1949 Suleimanova [4] posed the following problem. Given n complex 
numbers X I,. . . , A,, find a necessary and sufficient condition for the exis- 
tence of an n x n stochastic matrix with A,, . . . , h n as eigenvalues. Some 
partial results on this question are known today, but the problem remains 
unsolved for n > 3. In particular the knowledge of sufficient conditions is 
very poor when not all of the Ai’s are real. The so called Z-transformation 
developed in [3] seems to be a useful tool for tackling this problem. 
Let A be an n X n matrix (not necessarily stochastic), and let C, X, T be 
k x k, n x k, (n + k) X (n + k) matrices respectively with T invertible. We 
“Departamento de MatemLtica, Universidade de L&boa, R. Em&o de Vasconcelos, 1700 
Lisboa, Portugal. 
‘Depart amento de Matem&ca, Universidade de Coimbra, Apt 3008, 3OC@ Coimbra, 
Portugal. 
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